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VILLAGE REVIVAL IN INDONESIA 
by
Ch. J. Grader 
A New Structure. 
Indonesia is seeking a new ·structure. These words. have been spoken .· 
so often that they are in danger of losing their significa.nce. · For this 
reason it is well from time to time to be reminded how in all spheres or 
lite the struggle for separate forms a.nd for individual· ways of expressing 
national_raspirations is actually going on. 
In this regard the first issue of Cultureel Nieuws (Cultural News), 
the official publication of the Foundation for Cultural Co-operation at 
Amsterdam, which appeared in October 1950 for the first time, contains 
interesting material. The concep"t. of a National Indonesian Cul t-ure is. there 
analyzed more in detail. · • 
,
The ·issue mentioned contains full details in regard to the Cultural 
Congress which met at Jakarta from August 5 to 7, 1950. As a final result 
of the discussions that were conducted, the· Congress formulated a resolution, 
in the first two subdivisions of which it is stated that since the culture of 
a people generally forms an organic whole, Indonesian society, now that Indo­
nesia has become a free and independent country, is trying to attain a culture 
with a form and content which will conform to the desires of society and the 
requirements of modern times. 
Moreover, this striving for indigenous forms of development becomes 
very apparent in the various measures taken for the re-organization of public 
instruction. What is sought is a system that more nearly meets the needs of 
one's own community.· During the time of the Dutch r ule, it is stated, educa­
tion was in general not rooted in Indonesian society, for which reason the 
schools were never regarded by the people as a possession of their own. _rOnlyr. 
if a national culture is taken as the basis, and in addition the instruction 
is conducted along demoeratic lines, will it be possible to reach th� hearts 
of the people. During the colonial period the process of social growth was in 
many respects disturbed by outside influences. Therefore, it is no wonder 
that Indone�ia must now go through a period of rapid evolution t oward a 
healthier and more balanced. structure, in which she will be restored to her 
ewn true nature. This is the trend of thought contained in the expla.nation 
of the Law of 1950, establishing the basis of instructiofJ a law which was enacted at Jogjakarta by the the.n Republic of Indonesia.-/ 
The idea is widespread that the free development of �ociety has been 
interfered with f or decades or even centuries. The urge to be freed from the 
dominating influence of the Netherland·s as soon as possible m�st be viewed in 
this light. It is with a background of such se.ntiments that currents aiming
at the c omplete termination of the Round Table Agreements manifest themselves. 
l. See Lampiran Berita-Negara Rupublik Indo.nesia (Jogjakarta) nr 1/1950 
pertaining to law No.  4/1940 establishing the bases . of the system of instruct-
ion (Berita Negara nr 14/1950). 
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It' ts' evetr�:notidii!lble how in the field of i.nte mational affairs a.nd in regard 
to the great world problems, the solution of which w ill tip the bala.nce in 
favor of war or peace, public opinion leans toward an attitude of neutrality
because of the instinctive feeling of overwhelming need for consolidation of 
the domestic order. 
Indonesia·: an Agrarian Country. 
C 
As far as the domestic order
.
is concerned, one pe�uliarity immediately 
strikes the eye whenever one compares Indonesian society with that of a country 
such as the Netherlands. As is known, Indonesia is primarily an agricultural 
country; a larger percentage of the population than is usually the case in 
European countries is engaged in
.
agriculture. Society is relatively very 
little differentiated. It is of course true that one can detect changes rapidly 
taictng place, but this does not detract .from the fact that the Indonesian middle 
class continues to be of relati"rely little significance, while for a nation of 
70 million people, the number of intellectuals must be considered very ·small. 
In the general picture of Indone�ia the rural areas predominate; there 
are no really "large" cities, although the .number of inhabitants inrt hese resi­
dential centers is at times quite . large. Indonesia is a country wher� the 
village assumes a _prominent position. 
The People's Economy as th� C�nter, of.Interest. 
It is to be expecte·d then that this. peculiar -structure should have 
noticeably influenced the national aspirations. It is the "people", the little 
man, the worker and, above all the farmer who occupy the center of interest. 
It is felt that it is t hese common people, the rakjat djelata, who have been 
deprived of the most, for whom i.nadequac.e opportunities for education: .have been 
available, who have fallen prey to foreign big-capital interests, and who 
because of unfavorable agricultural co.nditions and the all-too-long neglect
of the possibilities in the field of industrialization have had their striving 
to better their lot needlessly curtailed. 
· 
Justly or unjustly, the situation is regarded by the more socially
conscious part of the peopl� as described above. It i·s well to keep in mind 
the existence of this viewpoint, because only then do such concepts as the 
"people 1 s will", and "democracy", expressions which i n  present Indonesian 
society are bandied about excessively, acquire added significance; f or we are 
too prone to ascribe the use of these t erms to freque.ntly inadequate concepts 
a.nd a pplied ideologies imported fromr· the West. 
It is sympathy f or the rak,iat that is most prominent; this rakjat _
constitutes about 90 percent of the population and it is t here fore not without 
significance that all political parties, those based on c reeds or on nationalism 
as well as those that are oriented in the direction of Marxism, -cevote a great
deal of attention to promoting the welfare of the people. The fact that what 
is meant by this enhancement o f  the "people's welfare',' is in g3neral not only
the national ooonomy in its total aspect; rut more particularly the mass of t he 
population, consisting of small farmers, becomes appare.nt. from the fact that 
in all the political p�ograms the people's economy is emphasized. 
The Economic Program of the Parties. 
As an example, attention may be called to how the economic program of the 
powerful Moslem Party, the Mas.jumi, mentions in parti9ular as an objec.tive the 
promotion of rural welfare (kemakmuran rakjat d€sa.desa), among other things 
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by means of ·the extension of t he village credit system. The Partai Sarekat 
Islam Indonesia devotes particular attention tot.he agrarian sphere in a 
separate "agricultural section11 • The .program of the Catholic Party (P.K,R.I.) 
also contains such passages; it is noteworthy that among other things a 
·guarantee is given of the promotion or a natio_nal eoonomy containing assurances 
of increasing popular welfare. 
It is not possible to take up all the other parties here one by one, 
and we are making a purely arbitrary choice.Y · 
As far· as the Partai Nasional Indone'sia is. concerned, in a lengthy 
agricultural section agriculture is called the principal source of the income 
of the people, while the agricultural class is termed the backbone o f  the people.
However, so t he party declaration states, this class has in_ the course of history 
been very much .neglected; this is blamed on the colonial rule, on feudalism,
and the fact that society is still tailored to the capitalistic pattern. 
Although the P.N.I. is based on nationalism, as may indeed be inf"erred from its 
name ., the democratic principle and above· all a collectivist attit.ude inspired 
by the family relationship, together with a constructive nationalism, are 
regarded as the only means capable of arousing the agrarianr.community-and by 
so doing raising it to a higher level. It is in connection with this that the 
. P.N. r� shows a gre·at interest in the co-operative system in the economic fiela. 
However, in its preference for collectivism and the great emphasis placed
on the promotion of co-operatives, the P.N.I. does not stand alone. It is of 
course mainly the Marxist parties that believe in s imilar ide_as or eve.n aim 
to go much further; still, for that matter, the other natio�alist groupings
too are not lacking in. · the realization that only by orga.nizing and: uniting the 
forces inhere.nt· in the people ca.n their economic level be raised� · 
The principle is not new and was put into practice already before the 
outbreak of the Second World War. Without minimizing what has bee.n ·done also by 
other movements and currents in this regard, it may be mentioned how the 
Parindra (Partai Indon�ia Raya), which was £ou.nded on .December 25, 193.5 at 
Solo, had inscribed on its banner the improvement of the pondition of the 
people, and in order to achieve this objective, sought strength principally
in the promotion of farmers' unions (rc..��un tani) and in the_r. organization of 
co-operative credit. 
The Collectivist Principle. 
As far as community feeling and natural aptitude for co-operation is 
concerned, one is accordingly on familiar ground in the Indonesian woPld. 
This may be more apparent in one district than iri others; the hurried tempo of 
modern life has also often not be.nefited ·community life, although mutual and 
reciprocal a id (gotong-rojong) has been rather well known up to the present 
time, in addition to the neighborhood associations (rukun tetangga) and the 
kampong associations (rukun kampung), in which this social aid is ministered. 
From the Western individualistic standpoint this collectivist attitude 
is often regarded as a hindrance to progress. This standpoint is _now gradually
bei.ng abandoned. What has already been 53.id in regard to the objectives in the 
economic field that are to be found in the various political programs is char­
acteristic. Furthermore, it is typical that in regard to the basis for the 
l. See: Kepartaian di Indone'�ia, a publicatio.n issued by the Mi.nistry of Educa­
tion, May 1950, p.17 (Masjumi); p.45 (P.S.Ir_.1.); pp.90-91 (P.N.rI.); p.120 
(Parindra). . · · . • 
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creation _of a national .econOJTJY it is sp�cified in the Constitut_ion · _that the 
welfare endeyvor is to· be developed on a collectivist basis supported by the 
family ties._/ 
Here too the striving for a new structure, or rather the revival· of old 
and trusted f orms, though in modern guise, is apparent. 
It is thought desirable to seek affili_ation wit.h the viewpoint--whioh 
still finds expression in popular customs--that the community and not the indiv­
idual should be emphasized. Although it may be true that these ideas originat!tll. 
ihg in olden times are derived from religious, concepts and are based en a part­
icular philosophy of life, at preseritrthe preference for the principle of 
collectivism is based on more consciously rational considerations. Lack of 
knowledge, capital, and organization is recognized as being the pri.ncipal · 
obstacle to rapid progress in the struggle for rural welfare, and it is thought 
that by united organization and through joint endeavors the rural population 
will be in a better position to cope with these difficulties. 
Initiative� Originating i� S9cietz. 
Now that five years have elapsed since the surre.nder of Japan, it . 
and more apparent that the principle -
tion regarding the collectivist naturer· of the welfare efforts does in reality
constitute a living idea in popular thinking. The number of associations and 
corporations in which social and economic life is·rorganized has increased very 
much, especially in recent years. People's co--operatives of various kinds -
becomes more -enmiciated in the Constitu-, . 
· 
and i'or vario\16 purposes are springing up like mushrooms, Still more import-
ant are all manne·r _ of phenomena that point -to a revival of what was 
already known in the social order in earlier times. In this regard particular
attention is directed to the manner in whieh the community feeling within the 
village group has been given renewed impetus and the way in which social aid 
in the more modern se.nse is being ad.ministered. 
Ther·temptation is great to give· a description now of the most striking 
forms of social revival in the various districts of the Archipelago and to make 
comments on the remarkablerfact that not o.hly the Government but also private· 
individuals want to furnish guidance and encouragement to this process of growth. 
It will suffice to report how in numerous places in widely separated 
localities local nwelfarer. committees" are being established, the purpose ,0f 
which is ther_rpromotion of welfare efforts and social development. These 
c::ommittees are known by various names, such as for example, Panitya Pembangunan 
Masiarakat. At times they may be regarded as the result of the activity. of a par icular political party, but then also often not. ·They form a means for the 
local progressive elements to express their need for activity. 
Necessity compels us to be brief and we shall for this reason hereafter 
limit ourselves to village revival in the narrower sense and to the agricultural 
.. 
1. Undang-Undang D�sar Sem�ntara Repub�ik Indon�si?, Article 38, par. l. This
·Article wasr·taken over literally from Article 33 of the Constitution of the 
·Repub'lic of Indonesia at Jogjakarta� The provisions contained therein are 
·considered to be· an essential part of the original Constitutionr,. which Wq.S
drawn up after the declaratiG>.n of independence on August 17, 194.5. See
Professor Dr. R. Soepomo; u.u,D� S�mentara R.I. (Noordhoff-Kolff, Jakarta,
I •· • 4. ; •1950) • 
organizations connected therewith, which are called rukun t.arii in Indonesian. 
In additio.n, something will · be said eonc·erning the way in which the Government 
goes about furnishing guidance. 
The Government Declaration of the Natsir Cab·inet. 
For this the Government declaration made before the Representatives of 
the people in September 1950 by Prime Minister Mohammad Natsir; whose Cabinet 
came into power at the creation of the lTnitary State, may be taken as a start­.
ing point. 
The detailed economic section of this declaration begins by emphasizingr· 
the necessity for finally arriving at a more evenly balanced economic structure 
of indigenous national character •. Too often, it is stated, the influence of 
the colonial administration had the effect that in the economic system of the 
country the principal emphasis was placed on the prod1iction of agricultural 
export crops. As a result of historical development most of the Indonesaan 
people belong to the group of small producers, who�e economic security is 
severely limited. The essential part of the economic program will then also .
have to be "the development and strengthening o:C the economic power of resistance 
of the people as the basis for the formation of a sound natio.nal eco.nomy'' • As 
long as this basis has not been achieved, the making of ·more e.xtensive welfare 
plans and the carrying. out of economic measures will remain p�rt of a .world of 
wishful thinking. 
The only possibility of obtaining results is thought to be intensifica­
tion of the economic organization of the people by spreadingr.rthe idea of co­
operation by means of education, training, and the granting of credit. In 
this connection attention is called to the fact tllat social progress in ge.neral 
and economic progress in particular are inthe first instance dependent on the 
activity of the members of the community itself. The stimulation of initiative 
is therefore a prime requirement.!/ · 
So much for the Natsir Government Declaratio.n. 
The great force of the ideas set forth in t·his declaration is that they
are as it were the formulation of the ideas in regard to economic strengthening 
which are inchoate in the minds of the people. 
The Economic Principle of the Constitution. 
. . as
The strengthening of the national economy by social organization has/its
direct background ther.rcollectivist principle embodied in Article 38 of the 
Constitution and paraphra$ed and elaborated in the programs of the various · 
political parties. In point of �act, Indonesia, especially as far as the rural 
areas are concerned, is in a.n era. of social regeneration, of modernizatio.n of 
the forms of social organization present in the indigenous structure, and of 
conversion of the ancient village system into social communities fully capable 
of undertaking the management of their ·own affairs. 
l. See: Ichtisar Parlemen, Friday,r. September 29, •1950, No. 116, pp. 426-430·
(Publication of the Ministry of Education at · Jakarta); aiso, Economisch·
·Weekblad voor Indonesig /Econqmic Weekly for Indone�ia7, of September 30,
1950, PP• 767-769: "De Economische Paragraaf uit' de Regeringsverklaring van 
21 September 1950" /iiThe Eco.nomic Section in the· Government Declaration of 
September 21, 1950V; Su lement to the Economic Review of Indonesia, Vol IV, 
No. 3, July-August-September 19 o. · · 
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From a Technico-economic to· a Socio-economic Attitude. 
The new viewpoint is regarded by public opinion as -being in-principle
different from the attitude of mind dating from the period before Second World 
War. During the colonial rule, it is maintained, the various measures that were 
_to promote welfare were technically ori.ented in an altogether too one-sided 
degree. The result of this was that numerous attempts, however well intentioned, 
were. frustratedr· by the fact t hat the people were inadequately prepared to adapt · 
themselves to a higher level of prosperity. At the present time attention is 
primarily directed toward man a oo s.ociety. The soil for continuing the develdP­
ment of new ideas must be prepared, and in this regard social adjustment may be 
considered as one of the most effective means. By himself an individual can do 
but little, but this changes when he enters into co-operation. For the general 
dissemination of knowledge and understanding in rural districts, or for the 
proper functioning of village credit, it is also necessary first to have a proper 
regulation of the system of associations •. 
,,,.
The plotting of the new course is characterized as follows by the Ikwan 
Ekonomi Indonesia Pusat at Jakarta, a semi-official ·advisory agency and study 
center, in which a large number of leading personalities in Indo,nesian economic 
life are associated: "With regard to the economic system to be introduced, the 
fundamental ideasr·rwhich are now in vogue are no longer representative of a 
technico-e.conomic standpoint, bu:b rather fundamentally a socio-economic view­
point."¼/ 
Social Reconstruction as a B�sis for the Welfare Efforts. 
It is desired--in accordance with the social structure of this country­
to promote the growth of the economic system from the bottom to· the top. The 
mass of the small producers cannot be sufficiently drawn into the struggle for 
progress and modernization if they do not develop more fully, if relief from 
the acute shortage of capital is not given by means of well-managed credit exten­
sion, and if initiative and organizing ability are not further developed. 
It is apparent, therefore, that what is proposed: making the rural comm­
unities active and dynamic, forms a task of extraordinary magnitude and enormous 
scope. The problem is· many-sided and must be tackled from rriany angles simul­
taneously. For this reason it is not possible to entrust the execution of all 
the necessary regulations to a single agency; rather it is the entire gove
.
rn­
mental apparatus that must be brought into play. Consider only, to take a single
example, problems of public safety, the nutrition and hygiene of t ·he people,
and education a.nd instruction. Nevertheless, in _the promotion of national 
welfare some ministries and services are broug}:tt into play more than others.r· 
The Autonomous Village Community. 
The organization of the ·rmodernized autbnomous village community plays a 
prominent part within the scope of the various plans of development. This is in• 
itself a many-sided work, if only for the reason that, as far as the village 
system is concerne_d, there are in the various regions of the Archipelago
characteristic varieties of a general basic theme. In law No. 22/1948 originated 
1. See Dtwan Ekonomi of September 25,. 1950·, No. 8, P• 1 (periodical issued by 
at Jakarta; the above-mentioned issue 
contains an explanation on pages 4-5 of what this organization has in mind). 
the D�wan Ekonomi IndonEfsia. Pusat 
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by the Government of the Republic of Indonesia at Jogjakarta the diJ�sion of the 
territory of the State into autonomous regions was regulated anew.�/ In the 
future there were to be three groups of autonomous districts ( daerah' s): 
provinces, kabuEat�n•s, and desar1 s. In Java the kabupatanr1 s1 as far as extent 
or territory is conce'rned, coincide with the former regencies, but comparable 
districts outside Java are also called �abupat��• Village communities are 
included under the term de°'s�, as they appear 'in various forms scattered over the 
Archipelago.' The new regulation indicates a strong urge toward unification, 
greater perhaps than appears to be warranted by actual -conditions, The main 
criticism heard in recent years is to the effect that this or that has been 
·patte,rned too rigidly after the Java model. 
The great significance of the new regulat,;ton is that the administrative 
system is changing diametrically. While formerly the
.r
Civil Service played a 
large role, now the corps of administrative officials, down to the head of a 
sub-district, is doomed · to disappear at a rapid rate. Instead t�e executive . 
power is placed in the hands of the elected administrative agencies of different 
autonomous districts. 
One can understand what an exceedingly extensive evolution all this 
signifies, especially for the village communities. There were already auto� 
nomous provinces and regencies before the war; h�ever, there was still vecy
little talk about the development of vill;ige autonomy in the modern sense. -. 
·The difficulties are by no means minimized, but one is confronted with 
the necessity of carrying out the reform, if there is ever to-�pe a rural · 
community capable of taking anr-active part in carrying out a
1 
welfare.rpolicy in 
the sense contemplated i.n the Natsir Government Declaration.r· 
The criticism which, according to present opinion, may. be made of the 
former regime is that it had relegated the village mainly to an administrative 
unit without_· any real life of its own. Whatever. the reasons for this may have 
been, they must now be passed over without cozmnent. It suffices to remark that 
at the present time efforts are being made on various sides to bring about a 
·change for the better. 
A prominent feature of this effort is that a newly created division of 
the Ministry of the Interior has been entrusted with the task of what is called 
"development of the village community", or in Indonesian, pembangunan desa. 
In the provincial and kabupaten office similar divisions have also been�estab­
lished. They are not only supposed to see that the village community is better 
equipped as an administrative unit, but attention i·s to _be given especially to 
making the institution of the village more efficient in administering its own 
affairs, · in connection with which the social and economic aspects of th·e quest­
ion are not to be forgotten. 
The Or5anizatiqn of the �srarian Community. 
' 
While the problem of village reform as a whole is entrusted more partic­
ularly to the Ministry of the I.nterior, vartious other ministries play an aux­
iliary role, which certainly should not be considered less important. 
l. Undan -Unda Pokok tentan Pernerintahan Daerah rir 22 tahun 1948. Published 




The Ministry of Agriculture has at least two divisi..ons_ engaged in organ­
izing rural areas, which as such also have to do with village revival. They are. 
the Gerakan Tani division, which deals with the trade.union movement in agri­
culture and in addition the Balai Perant�ang Tata �wni, the Office of Land ·Management or the Agricultural Planning ection. . 
The task of the first�named division, the Ger�kan Tani, is the development
of an agrarian society in line with rnoder.n standards'. ' It seeks- to attain its 
objectives mainly by promoting the establishment - of efficient farm organizations,
while it furnishes guidance and advice aiso to the labor movement in agriculture._ 1/ 
Among the farmers' organizations mentioned above are al.so the associations 
designated by the term rukun tani. The.:::e r11kun tani are not seldom differently ,· 
organized in various localities, but they may all be described as tailored to the 
co�operative pattern. 
This1 however, must not be interpreted_ to mean that they may be regarded
as co-operative associations in the Western sense. For in many cases the principle
of social aid or gotong-rojong, concerning which something.has been said earlier,
plays a big part. T.he purpose for which a ru.kun t,ani is established as a rule 
embraces a good deal. The foremost objective sought is: the collective sale of 
products and the joi,nt purchasing of all sorts of things necessary for fS:rming. . 
Furthermore, it may happen that the granting of mutual credit plays a part or 
even constitutes the main purpose. Besides, it is often customary for the people 
to help ote another whenever the occasion.demands it: for example, during the 
harvest, a nd above all in times of disaster such as a rat plague or a flood. At 
times they go still furttler and the rukun tani become active even in social a.nd 
cultural fields. To mention only one· thing, th.ere have been instances when a 
rukun tani as such organized a course for its members to combat illiteracy!. 
Elsewhere again the campaign against unemployment is conducted in one's own circle. 
In practice the activities of the Gerakan Tani divisio.n will frequently
be carried on in a sphere which actually comes under the Co-operation Service of 
the Ministry of Commerce and Industry. For that matter, this will also before 
long be the· case with the Native Agriculture .and SmaJ l Industry divisio.ns, which 
are both veey much interested in the development of the co-operative syst·em. 
Good co-operation between the various·services engaged in promoting rural 
welfare is also .necessary� In order to bring this about a co-ordinating body., 
the Panitya Perkembangan Usaha-Usah� Tani (Commission for Rural Development), 
which at the same time has its own special fund at its disposal for granting 
credit, was established in the begiuning of December 1950. 
The Gerakan Tani division and most of the other above mentioned services 
approach the problem of the organization of.rural administration mai.nly from the 
point of view of agriculture, while the efforts of the Ministry of the Interioro. 
take the village community as the point of departure. However, the points of 
contact between the two spheres of interest are many. 
1. See the joint instruction of December 7, 1950, No. 8461/S.D. issued by the 
Ministries of Commerce -and Industry, and of Agriculture, bringing a bout co­
ordination between the various divisions of these - whichministries,· are 
devoting themselves to the problem of rural improvement, 
where there is a strongly developed village organization as in Bali it 
that the kaffiEung association (called ban�jar ther�) at 
ruku.n tani. Furthermore, it is not only the small 
differentiation existing within-the vi].lage as regards economics and occupation.s 
the merging of the two kinds of organizations·, but in addition, 
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Village Organization and the System of Associations. 
This is also not to be wondered atJ for in many village_s the percentage 
of the inhabitants who are not in one way or
.
another connected with agriculture
is negligible. When one or more ruku.n tani are established here, everybody or 
practically everybody is a member, and because it is the same persons who are· 
involved, the difference between a farmers' association and the village or 
district assoqiation, that is, between rulrun tani and �kun kampung, is vague. 
In areas 
is a common occurre.nce 
the same time functions as 
which facilitates 
in the smaller village communities, the principle of solidarity is still well .
developed, as a result of which the entire village .community is readily involved 
in every social phenomenon. 
If the rukun tani limits its membership to residents of the same district 
or village, this frequently constitutes a guarantee of stability. Still many -
occasions for conflict may occur. This is all the more true if the rukun tani 
assumes the character of a co-operative association established along modern 
lines. For a co-operative is after all not to be compared in scope and purpose 
to a village association. The co-operative is by nature based on private law 
and designed to promote the interest of its own members; the village, on the 
otµer hand, is an institution based on public law which is administered by the 
village government, wherein tradition and principles of authority play a part. 
_rHowever, as has already bee.nr. stated, in the rural communities people are less 
inclined to make sharp distinctions than in an environment that is oriented more 
. in the direction of ivestern rationalism. 
Ordinarily conditions will arise in which the rukun tani will continue to 
exist under the auspices of the village organization and develop further. The_ 
village government furnishes guidance and grants support and facilities; frequently
they exist together in a certain degree of symbiosis. 
The endeavor is to make the new autonomous village community slowly but· 
surely capable of giving conscious direction to the social order within the 
society which it comprises. The last word has not yet been said regarding how 
far the efforts of the village are to go in all this. The many differences in 
local circumsta.nces alo.ne, not to me.ntion ot�1er factors, are too great for a 
general statement to s�ffice. 
There are curre.nts of opinio.n in favor of keeping the village organizations
and co-operative societies completely separate from each other. Others again are 
thinking of a condition in which there is only one all-inclusive co-operative in 
every dlsa (village). They deem this to be more in conformity with the nee·ds of 
an Indonesian village cornmuni ty, which is like a "social organism" in which t he 
idea of sol�darity, e�ressint/
itself in the well known gotong-rojong or system 
of social aid, predominates.r_ 
l. Cf. Ir Kaslan A. Tohir: Peladjaran KoEerasi (pp. 119-120); Balai Pustaka, 
Jakarta, 1950. 
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However that may be, the quest is to find a form for the various organi­
zations used in developing ther.reconomy of the people which will be as much as 
possible in conformity with the structure of the agrarian village community. As 
the De"l,an Ekonomi Indonesia Pusat expresses it, there is need of a form which 
while maintaining the gotong-rojong principle is still able to operate in a flex­
ible manner without being hampered from above by bureaucracy and also without 
necessity of obtaini.ng for all measures the approval of the illiterate mass of 
people, which is difficult to get.Y 
The Rural Development Center. 
The problem of rendering the rural areas socially and economically self­
sustaining is a complicated one, which,as has been stated, is being tackled from 
many angles. At the same time the problem _is eno�mous in scope becaus� of the 
vast extent of the territory. 
Of the means used to attain the des�red goal, only the interesting project 
of a rural· development center can be mentioned here. It was put forward for the 
first time in the welfare plan of November 1947 of the Ministry of Agriculture
at Jogja, with which project the name of the then Vice Minister. I.J. Kasimo is 
associated.�/ This plan envisages the establishment of a �arge number of pro­
paganda centers scattered all,over the country, to be designated by the name 
Balai Pendidikan Mas.jarakat Desa. 
·In these centers, which are· to be modest in size,r· _all the services which 
have anything t.o do with the rural community find a p·oint of departure for reach­
ing the people with their information. Now whether it is a question
.r
of combatting 
illiteracy or Qf hygienic measures, c·attle raising or agricuitural 1:-nformatio_n, 
popular credit or irrigation, the meeting facilities_ of the propaganda center are 
equally available, while its perso.nnel offers its services for co.nvening the right
groups of people and also stands ready to perform other services. 
The center furnishes opportunity for giving demonstrations and staging
expositions. Seed for sowing·, artificial fertilizerr., agricultural implements,
and ·other materials may be stored there before being distributed or sold. 
With the·establishment of these centers it is hoped that by the spreading 
of information better ideas will find acceptance and a new state of mind within 
the village community w�ll thereby be promoted. 
The Balai Pendidikan Masjarakat D6sa teaches the value of experiment, seeks 
I
to put society in a position to attain higher efficiency and should foster social 
.consciousness. 
1. Cf. D�wan Ekonomi, September 25, 1950, ·p. 1. 
in Informatie en Documentatie, III, Nos. 6 and 7 (Publication of the Department 
of Agriculture, 1949). See at t he same time the Government Reply in the first 
term to the questions of I. Gusti Ode Raka (Ichtisar Parlemert No. 127, pp.
489-490). 
2. Rent ana Produksi Kementerian Kemakmuran-Penerbit Kementerian .Kemakmuran dan 
ementerian enerangan Jogjakarta, ovember 19 7. · See further the reports 
regarding the �alai Pendidikan Masjarakat of Ir M. Subiarto and R.M. Kamsah 
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It is further expected that above all the development center will be able 
to create exactly the righte.eenvironment for the establishment of a · ewell-organized 
system of associations in the social and economio fields-. 
Cfdi-e Formation. 
The great difficulty at the present time is t:he· problem of personnel. 
Where is capable and adequately trained help to be obtained to staff the large 
·number ofedevelopm.ent centers? 
Although the special purpose of these 
. 
centers is to appeal 
. 
to wha·t already-
exists from olden times in the village community in the way of solidarity and 
the. system of gotong-rojong based on it, still the guidance of a social recon­
struction based on this foundation cannot be entrusted ·to just any perso.n. Ite· 
is certainly not intended to put persons with a higher education in these positionsJ 
tor the most part it will depend on qualities of leadershipe. In conjunction with 
all this there must be a certain amount of p·revious .training. 
The lack of personnel is the reason for provisionally limiting the number 
of Balai Pendidikan Ma.s arakat Desa. fhe intention is, until mo_re experience is 
obta ne , not a go further than upwards of a hundred cente-rs for ·bothe. Java and· · 
Sumatra. 
Co-ordination and Agri�ultural Plann1pg. 
. ! I I 
'l'here is another great difficulty in the ad�nistratiV(;l and organizational 
field. For the time being the development centers are administered by the Ministry 
of Agriculture. Will it be possible to leave it this way if other services utilize 
the Balai Pendidikan to an increasi11g extent? For example, what sort of connect­
ion is there going to be with the Ministry of Interior, which is likewi-se actively
engaged in regenerating the village community? 
· The solution may perhaps be sought in the directioneof the organization of 
rural planning, as advocated by the Bala;, Perant,jang Tata Bumi, the ·division for· 
Agricultural Planning. . . 
This division adyocates the establishment of district planning commissions, 
that is, agencies having as their task the coordination of all measures in the 
field of welfare promotion for any particular district.· In areas where such · 
district planning commissions are established this will be important for success­
ful co-operation between the various government services with the system of the · Balai Pendidikan Masjarakat Desa. · . . · 
_ By means of these district planning commissions a better opportunity will 
be afforded than hitherto for the various .tendencies and .forces a.rising wittiin 
society to make themselves heard. For members of the local representative cou.nc� 
(for example, those of a kabu-paten) will also be admitted together ·with govern­
ment officials and technicians, while at the same time the farmerse' trade-union 
movement, agriculturale- enterprises, and other important groups may be represented 
on the commission.  
T� Spirit of the N�w Era. 
_ It has already been mentioned how the spirit of modern times also manifeets 
itself in rural areas in more or less fruitful i.nitiatives, resulting in: the 
establishment of local welfare committees, the leadership of which for the most 
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part ie in the hands of the younger intelligentsia. In order to attain their 
objective these committees often apply a combination of the most diverse means. 
They are mostly interested in fighting illiteracy and in opening small reading 
rooms in the villages, in a more conscious inclusion of women in modern life, in 
sports and yo�th organizations, in centralized buying and selling, in co.operative 
credit and co-operative enterprises, in better regulation of the ka!!J)ung organi­
zations, in the collecting of money for new schoo�houses, and in the - �ranting of 
scholarships. Occasionally a committee of this �ind also establishes valuable 
connections with government services or commercialo·ointerests. 
Although much of this activity subsides after nourishing for. a s�ort time, 
this phenomenon as a wholeo- does, however, constitute an ;important -symptom of a 
new life and of the existence of a dynamic· state of mind which can be attribut�d 
to the achievement of national independence. 
The system of development centers and district planning commissions may
also have a stimulating effect as far as these initiatives originating in society
are concerned. 
Summary and Conclusi?n• 
We have come almost to the end of this survey. The starting point was 
the new complex pattern everywhere arising in the field of social life. It was 
impossible to consider more than a few motives in detail, namely those pertaining 
to rural administration, and no more than a few phases of these could be followed. 
The entire situation is still obscure, but it is apparent that the picture will 
rapidly become more clear. 
It is an abs9lutely undeniable historical fact that the period of foreign 
rule led to a lack of proportio.n in the· social evolutio.n. Al though the National 
Revolution has only gone through its first lustrum, there are nevertheless un­
mistakable signs at present that point to a readjustment and a development of 
much that is rooted in the ancient soil. A strongly developed sense of social· · 
solidarity is part of a background· of ancient ideas and is expressed in the gotong­
.r.Qj9�g system in characteristic Indonesian form. The collectivisto- principle in 
'It"s'irloderno_oaspect also plays a large role in the new Indonesia, as is shown by the 
fact that this fundamental principle finds expressiono. even in the wording of the 
Constitution. 
. . 
The interest in co-operative systems is accordingly very deeply i.ngrained 
in Indonesian thinking. In the economic programs of the various political parties
•-and certainly not least of all in the government declaration of the Natsir 
Cabinet----a good deal of attention is gi,,en to theo. co-operative system as a means 
of strengthening the nat�onal economy. 
· 'l;'he great majority of these people ·obelong to the group of small landowners. 
whose economic strength may be said to be exceedingly small.· In organizing thes-e 
masses within a variety of co-operative associations, it iso• believed that the 
means has been found of strengthening considerably the position of the agricultural 
community in the economic sense, What the individual farmer lacks in knowledge, 
capital, and organizing ability is to be compensated for by the joint efforts of 
the entire co-operative set-up. 
What form these co-operatives are to assume, however, is at this stage 
still a disputed point. A patterno_ is sought which can combine Western efficie.ncy 
with retention of the spirit of gotong-roiong. Here too a striving for an indivi­
dual Indonesian style may be noted. 
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There is also no agree_ment yet in regard to whether the various kinds of 
co-operatives are going to co-exist and be independent of each other, or whether 
it would be preferable to devise a structure in which the village organization 
functions as a roof organization. 
In view of the fact that the question of rural improvement can be approached
with hope of success only when all aspects of the problem .are simultaneously taken 
into account, its solution is complex and the number of governmental agencies 
involved is large. 
In the field of co-ordination of the activities of these services there are 
also pitfalls and snares. 
In this connection two important projects attract attention. They are the 
effor'\ to create the framework for a more far-reaching rural betterment by raisingr_ 
· village autonomy to a higher level while a system of local development centers,.,
which for the moat part finds its points of application in agriculture, is also 
brought to the fore. 
The difficulties in carrying out plans are increased by the numerous localr· 
differences in circumstances and the vast �xtent of the Indonesian rura.l areas. 
It will be possible to contribute to the development of more flexible relati.ons 
by an integral extension of the district planning system, since by the creation 
of local planning commissions the problems are localized and thus made more e_asy
to grasp .. 
The most important factors in the-tremendous problems of rural betterment 
are, however, the people a.nd the state of mind that prevails in the community.·
In this. field hopeful notes can now be heard which make it worth while to maker· 
every effort at this particular time to bring about social reconstruction. 
It there was one thing-that was brought out by the events of the war years
and the period immediately following, it was undoubtedly the fact that the stater· 
of mind of the people cannot be regarded as a constant factor. The traditionalr. 
labeling previously in vogue in connection with everything Oriental, is now no 
longer popular.r· A new spirit has come over all strata of the people. The political 
successes achieved, the attainment of national independence, and the appointment 
of a large number of Indonesians to jobs in offices which were formerly for the 
_ most part staffed by  Netherlanders haver.rserved as activating stimuli in bringing 
about an increase in self-confidence, self-respect, and display of • initiative. 
International recognition and the creation of a unified state llia.ve widened the 
horizon _of intellectual interest incomparably. 
Indonesia looks about her and observes more and more how much she has in 
common--as far as the fundamental proble1ns in her economic and social situation 
are concerned--with
.her neighboring countries in Southeast Asia, the Far East,r· 
·and a number of Pacific areas. 
Interest is directed principally toward India, the country from which in 
olden times profound cultural influences were exerted over a large part of the 
Archipelago. In India experience has been accumulated for a longer period of time 
and over a larger area in regard to rural co-operation and the promotion of rural 
welfare. The Anglo-Saxon terminology containi.ng such expressions as n social upliftn, 
"rural reconstruction", "social and community development" are to a considerable 
extent ·derived from Indian practice, 
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. _  .. , ... .  :. , -w.i�h respect toe·. the deeper motives that predominate in agrarian welfare 
·efforts . India is however not the only country where it is possible· toeobtaine··
material for comparison withe. Indonesia. In this respect importante-data are 
furnished regularly by a number of international organizations whose task it is, 
·eeither directly or indirectly, to study welfare efforts in/
tropical regions. 
First place must here be given to the FAQ and the UNESCOe!. a.I).d in addition the 
South Pacific Commi�sion, for what more particularly pertainse.· to the · island world 
of the Pacific Ocean • 
. It is apparent, as  far as the great questions and also the means recommended 
for their solution are concerned, that Indonesia is no exception, so that an . · · 
international exchange of ideas on a large scale may lead to bene-f'icial reaults.Y 
Thus, to give an illustration, the Balai Pendidikan Masjarakat Desa is related to 
and ·presumably inspired by the "cultural ·and' educational' center11 which. is being
promoted in Southeast Asia and the Pacifice· islands as well as in various regi•ons · 
in Africa and Latin America. · 
Although in different territorial and l:,ocal circumstances the emphasis is 
differently placed, great value is ascribe.d in practically all _etropical re·gions
to what we have called above "rural organization•• , as a basis for a real and 
lasting improvement in the welfare of t he people . 
.
The international assistance rendered in technical, economic and financial 
fields soared to tremendous heights in the postwar years. Various Southeast 
Asiatic countries, among them Indonesia, are also included in this •. As an example · 
in t·his field the activities of the ECA (Economic Co.operation Administration) 
may be mentioned. ,· 
. To an increasing ·extent, particularly in regard to the new states , of ,· 
Southeast Asia, the statements made by the various experts who have bee·n e.nlisted 
in the organj.zation for this ·inter.national aid_ are bas·ed on thee· ·convicti,9n that 
any plan of development must be drawn up with a clear understanding of the revolu­
tionary changes which have taken place i.n the polit ic·a:i, social, and economic 
fiel-ds. Only thereby can the, basis for i.nternational co-operation be found. 
Furthermore, the idea is gaining ground more and more that thee- rapidlye. 
evolvinge- social and economic relations are factors of fundamental significance in 
determining the form of welfare management to be used, and that for t his reason 
inter.national co-operation can.not be limited to techmical aid. 
The receptiveness· of large elements of the p'opulation to · modern - ideas and 
technical p.rogress--in particular where an. agricultural community is CX1I>ncerned-­
must be increased beforehand. 
This requires a simultaneous attack on the pr·oblem from very different sides, 
devoting attention to instruction and- popular development in a general sense as 
well as the organization of the community. As one bf the practical consequences 
l. FAO (Food and Agriculturee- Organization of the United Nations); UNESCO (United
Nations Educational, Scientific ; ande· Cultural Organizatio.n) • See, � for example , 
· as far as the objectives of t·he FAQ are concerned: The Story of FAO {Waahington, 
1949) . 
2 .  See among others the : following publications: FAO-: Essentials of Rural Welfare 
(1949);e- Training Rural Leaders {1949)e, UNESCO: Fundamental Education (1950);
Co�operatives and Fundamental Education (1950) • 
. l I 
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may be mentioned the necessity of proceeding on a large scale with the formation 
of social cadres and the training of rural leaders. 
The expectations a.roused by the attainmento·of national independence are 
pitched high and clamor for quick results. As has been frequently stated, the 
people demand measures that are effeotive, efficient, and clear. Social problems 
are usually too complex howe,rer to make possible any spectacular experiments, 
while insight into the constantly changing conditions can be gained only by stren• 
uous effotts. _But there is rto means pointing the way toward promotion of the 
welfare of agricultural conimunities other- than an understanding of the realities 
of life. 
Bogor, January 1951. 
